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Abstract— For organization, agencies and governments, the supply chain strategies of capital projects are the source of many challenges. For design, delivery and development as concern with time and money these kinds of projects require a design of resources and chains. This article looks at some of these themes and includes: the need for alignment between supply chain strategy and the project concept; dealing with complexity, in particular the systematic and interrelatedness within project decisions; consideration of the ambiguity implicit in all major projects. Basically it takes many years to design and delivery of a project. The final complete project expected to be useful for several years.
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1. Introduction
Organizational alignment research spans the strategic management, supply chain management and project management literatures, and links organizational activities with strategy and competitive advantage. For adaptability to change in future and to design an end product is very challenging. It can make a discord between project team and it creates the tension. As varying knowledge and different foundation, different abilities, and power, it is very difficult to agree on a strategy if there is a project which has multiple partners. There is need to design a project according to that considers flexibility to the change in future.

There is need to design a plan that create a balance between short term reasonableness and long-term flexibility. They should agree to adopt a common plan. In [1] shows that there is a requirement to design a formal structure to create the front-end methodologies. And it should provide the economical management of the project if there make any change in the future.

Capital project's theory for the management in the present practices and designing the literature finds many confinements by [2]. As interest in plan adaptability is like purchasing choices that's why member of project usually resort the genuine alternatives thinking. The changes options can be acquire if future changes are negligible or positive the alternatives. If the changes are not according to the condition, it would be the lost of investment.

It is described by the researchers that in between the designing stage the current working is not satisfactory for decision making. The researcher describes a formal structure to help the project team with efficient decision making, and sound in building option. The introduced framework enhances the quality of result and it also improves the responsibility of the team of the project as it is based on the concept of risk management, and result of experiments.

The [3] design a structure for design adaptability toward the front end. It improves the communication between members of the team and improves the ability of the risk management, decrease the cost and also increase the efficiency.

2. Literature Review
This research joins two principle writing streams that have remained generally dissimilar in earlier work: Literature on the administration of capital activities and on genuine alternatives. The mix of these two research streams was appropriate to inquire about approaches to improve the nature of undertaking front-end strategizing, a thought center to the administration of capital activities [4, 5]. The writing on the administration of significant ventures reveals insight into the significance of putting right off the bat in front-end strategizing to decrease ineffective structure emphasess [6, 7]. It likewise clarifies the fluffy idea of front-end strategizing where task groups create stories and settle on key plan choices under high vulnerability about the future conditions of the world [8]. Shockingly, in any case, this writing has been not really joined with writing on genuine alternatives, an examination stream that offers hypothesis and a pile of techniques and systems valuable to enable people to settle on key venture choices under vulnerability [9]. Truly, the potential for crossing the two writing streams has been revealed in earlier works [10]. In [11] coin the idea of "choices in ventures" to diverge from standard vital speculation writing on "alternatives on undertakings.” The last research
stream is settled in the realm of account. It relates to the utilization of genuine choices hypothesis to advise capital speculation choices at a full scale level of examination. This vein of work may investigate, for instance, the general monetary estimation of an airplane terminal, thinking about its capability to extend later on [12]. Conversely, the work on alternatives in ventures is still in its early stages. It centers around the issue of evaluating the benefit of structure specific choices in the plan meaning of another capital task. Idea configuration is an errand vital to front-end strategizing another capital speculation [13-16]. The development and operations supply chains has to be balanced in a cost and value perspective, and these supply chains constitute the competitive entity which establish the competitive position of the project. As such we may say that the supply chain and thereby supply chain management are issues that should be of interest for the organizations, in developing competitiveness.

3. Research Design

In this approach there are two stages are consider. These stages are connected to each other. To make the conceptual knowledge in the 1st stage fieldwork information are gathered. Design for evolvability in real world projects is applied it is known as future-proofing practices. Through an implanted contextual analysis with NR and through an exploratory contextual investigation Writing in genuine alternatives is utilized to understand the experimental information gathered. To understand the use of logic in front end strategizing, the field study was used. This study act as a basic studies that helps for future stage in their research.

![Figure 1. Research method](image)

![Figure 2. Triangulation of the findings](image)

4. Project Front end Strategy

Front end developer is always responsible for the implementation of the requirement of the client directly. They are directly in contact with the user.
5. Capital Project Front-End Strategizing

When a project idea is imagined then front end phase of a project begins and it close when the final project is made. To get the right viewpoint of project the front end management is used. As consider the benefits of the front end strategy it cost effective and improve the productivity of the product. It is shown in the figure below. It is in this manner that course readings in task the board, just as educational plans in venture the board addressed in colleges will in general confine their attention on the more point by point arranging and execution stage where the potential for real upgrades are progressively negligible in relative terms.

![Figure 4. Project front end vs. project back end](image)

We can consider Capital project as a long term investments. They need different and huge assets, like capital, knowledge, political support, land, finance etc. These resources are managed from different ways. They are own by different partners and they concern about the design of the final project. In the private public circle sewerages and dams are the most commonly used capital projects. Transports and utilization of networks and waterworks are considered for these projects. To build a huge project or manage the capital in the corporate world
the capital projects are widely recognized. Large amount of resources are define in factories and it provide the facilities of extraction of assess.

It is require to simple the option logic so it can easily accepted by the members in capital project environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Qualitative comparison of the usability of the front-end strategizing process between the two groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usability of the front-end strategizing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. NPD Process Flow

For many organization it is very difficult to manage and development a best product. It is require developing a product that match the current strategy of market and technology. Also there is need to manage the internal changes of organization for achieving the effective and excellent product. Although there exist some conflict but every organization work to enhance its ability and effectiveness under the critical situation.

To develop and manage the great product boosting product line method is very important. All the member know their work and strategy and they work for converting poor to good strategy.

7. Design for evolvability at project front-end strategizing

There is need to design and make the resources that use as cost friendly and follow the requirements, this is the basic issue in the capital world. These types of resources deliver in several years and design for many years so that can operate. But the external environment should be evolving during the service lifetime and delivery of project. In operational and functional needs the external events should be trigger change. The cost of the adaption is considered as the flexibility function [17]. If the design of the resource has limited flexibly then After completion of project the changes can be very costly [18].

In the project management the risk management consider as the central of the requirement [6]. The literature describe the front end strategies and shows the impact on the result of project’s quality. It also consider the time that will take to complete the project life [13].
8. Conclusion

Developing and implementing a supply chain strategy is essential for maintaining competitive position. As part of the strategy development process, firms must select projects that best achieve strategy. Logistics and supply chain management as one issue for competitiveness. To adapt the changes that is done in a capital project delivery time and later in between the operational lifetime of resources the study provide a bit of knowledge on system. The study is related to the team of capital project in between the front end strategies. It give the knowledge about the development and design of new capital resources that can be cost effective if there require any changes in future. The research tries to design a formal structure for designing the flexibility on the front end of the project. It helps to improve the communication between the members of the team, reduce the cost, improve efficiency, helps to reduce risk, and provide a good decision making.
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